Dragon Husband 1601
Chapter 1601 Sovereign Comes On Stage
Everyone followed the sound to watch.
I saw that the people who stood up were the other two bigwigs.
Sovereign of Qijian covering the sky, and Sovereign of Canglang Hero.
Although they had already been stunned when they attacked the Nine Sects this
time.
But the bottom line is there.
After standing up, there was another scream at the scene.
what is it today!
First, Song Hanyu stood up and scolded the fragrant flowers in public.
Now it has evolved into a sect split!
Such a blatant face is something that has never happened before!
The three alliances of Qijian Zhetian, Fragrant Flower Lixue Canglang Heroes,
openly hostile to the Imperial Palace and Jinyu Volley!
Fun!
It’s so exciting!
Now, let’s see how Yushizhi and Jinyu Volley accept the move!
Wenren Tiange silently breathed a sigh of relief when he saw his alliance on
stage!
it is good!
That’s great!
Just now, he was still thinking about how it would end up to save face.
it’s good now.

There are two big help, now why you are afraid of imperialism and Jinyu volley!
Now it is them who are embarrassed!
Let’s see how they end up!
They must not be exposed easily.
“Ho ho ho ho, okay! That’s great! Song Hanyu! Wiliam! Su Emei! You see it! The
one who has the way is more help! The one who loses the way is less help! You
Liangzi, we are done! Interesting, I advise you to take back what you just said
quickly! Otherwise, I will meet you in the future, and I want you to look good!”
Wenren Tiange’s confidence is skyrocketing at this moment, and what he says is
full of confidence.
“Chichichichi!” A fierce wind breaking sound suddenly sounded!
Everyone didn’t have time to react, and only heard a “boom”!
A heavy sword that was as dark as ink was slammed into the ring behind Wiliam!
Dust and smoke are everywhere!
This epee once again caused a scream on the scene!
Isn’t this another god soldier with double pride!
Could it be!
as predicted!
The sword arrives!
People arrive!
A sturdy man with a long sword and eyebrows was already standing behind
Wiliam!
“Add me.” Xu Tongyin said in a low voice.
The people at the scene were dumbfounded!
There is still a big shot!
Can Jian Jiutian also began to spread the muddy water!
Double pride!

Double pride!
This is a picture I haven’t seen for so many years!
“You! Even you guys want to oppose us? Are you thinking about it?” Wen Ren
Tiange’s face changed again when he saw Xu Tongyin.
This is a variable he never expected!
Can Jian Jiu Tian,  
Zhetian!

the old Pai Jiu Sect, can completely contend with Qi Jian

This situation!
Thinking about the current situation, it’s a bit of a headache to hear Renren
Tiange!
He couldn’t help but look at Xu Benliu, the sovereign of Can Jian Jiu Tian!
Xu Benliu sat on the seating platform.
He doesn’t look like the old lady Chen who is imperial.
Instead, Luoluo stood up generously, “My son’s decision is Xu Benliu’s decision,
and it’s the decision of My Sword Nine Heavens!”
What a joke!
Wiliam is the great benefactor of Can Jian Jiutian!
Not to mention openly confronting these three bastard sects, even if Can Jian Jiu
Tian were to go up to the sword and down to the sea of   fire, their brows
would not be frowned!
“You! You! Good! There is still no one who wants to fight us! Just stand up!” Wen
Ren Tiange laughed angrily, with an urge to break the can.
With this shout, the people at the scene looked at each other instead.
Is it more chaotic?
Several big shots exchanged glances.
Since ancient times, the power of the upper class has paid attention to the way of
checks and balances.
Now the scene has reached a delicate balance.

If you mess up again, I’m afraid you will lose control completely.
And when Wenren Tiange saw that everyone was silent and ready to breathe a
sigh of relief, a scarlet figure suddenly flew directly from the rostrum and landed
in front of Wiliam.
“Wow!” The people at the scene were in a mess!
Because this person represents the supremacy!
The lord of the red and thin tall building, Mrs. Su Hongxiu!
How could she stand up!
What is her relationship with Song Hanyu!
And looking at the situation on the court, with the appearance of Su Hongxiu, it
was even more shocked!
You know, whether it’s Wiliam or Song Hanyu, Su Emei, and Xu Tongyin.
They can only represent the sect!
And now, Su Hongxiu is on the stage!
she!
It’s the sect!
Nine Sect Sovereign, come on stage personally!
This shocked everyone!
Su Hongxiu stood in front of Wiliam, her eyes jokingly.
She had been observing it just now.
This observation is incredible!
A very scary detail was found!
Song Hanyu had always been on stage.
But as Wiliam came on the court, Song Hanyu’s body slightly stood back.
Let Wiliam stand at the forefront.

Regardless of whether it was Su Emei or Xu Tongyin, when they played, they also
stood behind Wiliam consciously.
You know, whether it is Shuangjiao or Su Emei, they are all prominent figures in
the sect.
They represent the sect to a certain extent!
However, the collective gave way to Wiliam!
This shows what?
It shows that in their hearts, Wiliam’s position is supreme!
It is definitely not easy for this kid to be able to convince both arrogances at the
same time!
With this alone, Su Hongxiu has enough reasons to stand up.
If you don’t fight for this kid’s favor now, when will you fight for it?
As for the strange sword to cover the sky, the fragrant flower and blood, and the
hero of Canglang?
What are they?
In Su Hongxiu’s eyes, these three sects are nothing but a rage!
“Little guy, do you want to thank you sister?” Su Hongxiu leaned into Wiliam’s ear
and whispered.
This intimate look immediately caught everyone’s eyes.
Everyone began to be suspicious, it turns out that these two people have a leg.
Su Hongxiu has a good reason to stand up.
What they want to see now is how Wenren Tiange ends.
It’s so interesting.
“Thanks.” Wiliam stretched out his hand not to hit the smiling man.
Since they came here to help the platform in good intentions, I naturally have to
thank them.
“Well, afterwards, remember to come to our red and thin tall building as a guest.
Wouldn’t you fail to agree to this invitation?” Su Hongxiu said with a smile.

Wiliam nodded, “It’s better to be respectful than fate.”
In this way, Su Hongxiu slowly left in front of Wiliam.
She thought for a while, standing beside Wiliam, half a position behind.
This scene was watched by someone with a heart.
They also noticed this detail on the court.
Many people take a breath!
This kid!
He De, how can!
Let the double arrogance abdicate and let Madam Shi Se fall half-length behind!
Where is he the evildoer!
A smile appeared at the corner of Wiliam’s mouth, and he looked at the
extremely ugly Wenren Tiange.
“how do you say?”
Wenren Tiange now has the heart to die.
Now, it’s hard to get over water!
He turned around, looked around, stretched out his hands and clasped his fists
helplessly.
“Everyone, is anyone willing to help me in the future! I am grateful for hearing
about people Tiange!”

